
Healthcare



About US

A design-focused furniture dealership, SOS provides solutions to optimize
space and inspire those within it. Our methodology is rooted in elevating the
experience of furnishing space and enhancing the environments we create.

Space Planning
Concept Design Furniture
Selection Furniture
Procurement Delivery &
Installation Project
Management
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Our
Method

At SOS, we take a consultative and collaborative approach to achieve the
goals of each unique project. We act as an extension of our clients’ team,
adapting preferred methods of communication and workflow.

 
Through establishing a deep understanding of business drivers and
developing a centric strategy, we deliver space that embodies its highest
ethos and purpose. 

 
Providing measurable return on investment, we offer solutions that meet
current needs and adapt to future changes.



Agile and creative, our
team is well versed in
supporting the dynamic
requirements for any
Healthcare facility.

At SOS, we understand that new technologies and
demands are constantly emerging in the healthcare
and medical workplace. Providing dynamic patient
care environments, amenity areas, and workspace is
central to the success of evaluation, treatment, and
future innovation.
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Healthcare
we are well-versed in maximizing

value for the full scope of

Healthcare Spatial needs.

Reception
Patient Care 
Administrative 
Lounge

Technology Equipment
Anti-microbial Surfaces 
Treatment Accommodations



Healthcare

The latest, cutting edge

spaces focus on hospitality

and flexible design. 

Trends
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Examine

An effective examination relies on specialized
storage and organization tools, integrated with
antimicrobial, comfortable furniture.

The importance of an inviting, sterile

examination space is paramount. 

 Creating an environment that balances

hygiene & well-being requires expertise. 



We specialize in creating treatment
spaces that adhere to crucial safety and
sanitation requirements, while holistically
incorporating a residential atmosphere.

Treat

Key Elements:

• Lighting, art, biophilic décor

• Convertible lounge pieces

• Multipurpose storage

• technology integration
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Connect

Incorporating multi-use, private areas
to connect with patients and co-
workers is essential. 

Our practice focuses on providing
space that adapts to a variety of
needs, accommodating important
elements to optimize  meetings.
Key factors include acoustics,
technology, and ease of use. 
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Care

ergonomic
convertible
inspiring

We understand that care spaces
are incredibly important to
support a patients' recovery. We
select furniture and equipment
that holistically addresses these
needs. Adaptable features to
maximize the use and square
footage is paramount.   



Congregate

Historically, these gathering spaces have
felt institutional, stagnant, and uninspiring.

 
We have solutions that provide comfortable
and inviting congregation space, supporting
multipurpose flexibility- all while meeting
health & safety standards. 

Cafeterias, pantries, large meeting
rooms, lounges and assembly spaces
are essential to any medical campus or
healthcare facility. 
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Workspace & 
laboratory  areas

Developing the specifications of
these important spaces includes: 
• real estate factors
• visual and acoustic needs
• technology requirements
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Focus
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Greet

Well organized reception and intake areas that can
accommodate a varying amount of people have
immense value to the success of a medical facility.
We create spatially conscious, hospitable
environments that can handle heavy traffic and use.  

reception &
intake
waiting rooms
lounge &
social space



Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 

examination & Assessment



Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 

treatment, Care, recovery 



Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 

Storage &  organization



Reception & Lounge

Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 



Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 

ada & behavioral needs 



Meeting &  Workspace

Healthcare Furniture & Equipment 



Adaptable Design

With ever-changing, developing demands,
the ratio of medical and administrative space
is subject to change over time. Flexible
design allows for spatial enhancements that
adapt to changing needs. 

It is essential that healthcare 

space is flexible and modular. 



Durable
Products

We plan for the persistent use of furniture through our design development
process, selecting the most durable materials, fabrics, and finishes. Working with
reputable manufacturers, we ensure quality products with dependable warranties.

Healthcare facilities inherently experience high
use and have potentially hazardous conditions.
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CRYPTON
POLYURETHANE
VINYL
POLYESTER
SILICONE



Affordable
Value

Making the most efficient use of assets is key to the success of every healthcare
environment. SOS provides the path to maximize real estate ROI and reduce
cost. We approach optimizing space performance with design-driven, affordable
furniture that easily adapts for new learning technologies and future function.

HOLISTIC DESIGN  &
PROJECT
 MANAGEMENT
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Real Estate ROI
SOS provides solutions to reduce real
estate costs through creating
multipurpose, dynamic environments.

Our approach optimizes space
performance with design-driven, highly
functional furniture. This offers the
opportunity for healthcare organizations to
benefit from a variety of atmospheres
while increasing their return on
investment. 



Working closely with more than 200
manufacturers, we are constantly
expanding the collections. One of the
most unique and impactful aspects of
our approach is how we artfully
combine specific lines and pieces from
each brand, maximizing our clients’
budget and design intent.

Manufacturers
Featured Healthcare 

We provide furniture,

architectural products,

equipment, and décor from a

variety of resources, including

niche & specialty products.



New York Miami

321 West 44th Street

Suite 1003

New York, NY 10036

549 NW 28th Street

Wynwood

Miami, FL 33127


